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BlockFi to Pay $100 Million to Settle
with SEC and 32 States over Crypto
Lending Business
On February 14, 2022, the SEC announced that it had entered into a consent order (the “Order”) with BlockFi Lending LLC
(“BlockFi”), a New Jersey-based financial services company. The SEC found, among other things, that BlockFi had failed to
register the offers and sales of its retail crypto lending product, BlockFi Interest Accounts (“BIAs”), and thus violated the
registration and antifraud provisions of the Securities Act and the registration provisions of the Investment Company Act of 1940
(“ICA”). BlockFi agreed to pay a $50 million penalty, cease its unregistered offers and sales of the BIAs and attempt to become
ICA-compliant within 60 days. BlockFi also agreed to pay an additional $50 million in fines to settle a group of parallel
investigations—arising from the same conduct found by the SEC—initiated by 32 state attorneys general.

The SEC’s Findings

According to the Order, investors used BlockFi’s BIAs to lend crypto assets to BlockFi in exchange for a variable monthly interest
payment. BlockFi pitched its interest accounts as a way to earn “as high as 9.25 percent”1 interest on cryptocurrency deposited
into the BIA, although the percentage varied from month to month and depended on the volume and quality of assets deposited
in the account. BlockFi generated the interest paid to BIA investors in a variety of ways, including by lending crypto assets to
corporate borrowers, issuing loans to retail investors and investing in equities and futures.2 As of December 8, 2021, BlockFi and
its affiliates held approximately $10.4 billion in BIA investor assets and had approximately 572,160 BIA investors, including
391,105 investors in the United States. 3
The SEC found that the BIAs were unregistered securities because BlockFi offered and sold the BIAs as investment contracts
under SEC v. W.J. Howey Co. 4 Under Howey, to establish that a product is an investment contract, the plaintiffs must prove (1) an
investment of money, (2) in a common enterprise, (3) with profits to be derived solely from the efforts of others. With respect to
the BIAs, the SEC found that (1) crypto assets loaned by the investors constituted an investment of money, (2) BlockFi’s activities
in pooling the BIA investors’ crypto assets and using those assets for lending and investment constituted a common enterprise5
and (3) BIA investors had a reasonable expectation of (a) obtaining a future profit based on BlockFi’s statements about
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generating yield to pay BIA investors interest” and (b) sharing profits from BlockFi’s lending and principal investing activity in the
form of interest payments.6
The SEC further found that the BIAs were unregistered securities because they constituted notes under the Supreme Court’s test
in Reves v. Ernst & Young. 7 According to Reves, a note is presumed to be a security unless it (1) falls into certain judicially created
categories of financial instruments that are not securities (for example, notes given to expedite purchases of particular assets,
such as homes and vehicles) or (2) bears a “family resemblance” to notes in those categories based on (i) the motivation of the
seller and buyer, (ii) the plan of distribution of the instrument, (iii) the reasonable expectation of the investing public and (iv) the
presence of alternative regulatory regimes. 8 The SEC found that the BIAs did not fall into any of the existing judicially created
exceptions and did not bear any family resemblance to notes in those categories. Applying the Reves four-part analysis, the SEC
found that BlockFi’s BIAs bore no family resemblance to any judicially created exceptions (and were thus securities) because (i)
BlockFi offered and sold BIAs to obtain crypto assets for the general use of its business; (ii) BIAs were offered and sold to a broad
segment of the general public; (iii) BlockFi promoted BIAs as an investment, specifically as a way to earn a consistent return on
crypto assets and for investors to “build their wealth”; and (iv) no alternative regulatory scheme or other risk reducing factors
existed with respect to BIAs. 9
Finally, the SEC found that, because BlockFi was an issuer of securities engaged in the business of investing, owning, holding or
trading in securities with a value exceeding 40% of the company’s total assets, BlockFi was operating as an unregistered
investment company in violation of Section 7(a) of the Investment Company Act. 10 BlockFi agreed in the settlement agreement
to attempt to bring its business into compliance with the provisions of the Investment Company Act within 60 days.
Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, BlockFi agreed not to violate the registration and antifraud provisions of the
Securities Act and the registration provisions of the ICA. BlockFi also agreed to cease offering or selling BIAs in the United States.
Although existing customers can continue receiving interest on their present holdings, they will be unable to add new assets to
their accounts, nor will new U.S. customers be able to open BIAs
BlockFi further announced that it will file an SEC registration statement for a new crypto-lending product called BlockFi Yield and
gradually move investments in its BIAs over to the new product. The BlockFi Yield product would purportedly allow customers
to accrue interest on their digital currency holdings in a similar manner.

Global Settlement with States Attorneys General

New Jersey Acting Attorney General Matthew J. Platkin announced on February 14, 2022, that BlockFi had reached a parallel
settlement agreement with New Jersey and 31 other states, arising from the same conduct found by the SEC. The New Jersey
Bureau of Securities, along with securities regulators from other states, alleged that BlockFi had raised at least $14.7 billion
worldwide through the sale of unregistered securities. 11 Under this agreement, BlockFi will pay $50 million to be divided equally
among participating members of the North American Securities Administrators Association.

Implications

The BlockFi settlement provides guidance as to the SEC’s position on cryptocurrency lending as the industry continues to grow.
Following the announcement of the BlockFi settlement, SEC Enforcement Division Director Gurbir S. Grewal issued a statement
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warning that crypto lenders and other industry participants “should take immediate notice of today’s resolution and come into
compliance with the federal securities laws.” 12 BlockFi’s CEO and founder, Zac Prince, has also publicly stated that the
settlements will provide helpful clarity for other crypto lenders. 13 Cryptocurrency lending14 has exploded in popularity in recent
years, and loan origination in digital lending has shown a 30.1% year-on-year growth, 15 with centralized exchanges such as
Celsius reportedly offering annual percentage yields as high as 17.5%. 16 Recent reporting has noted that the SEC is also
scrutinizing the lending practices of other crypto lending firms. 17
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